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ABSTRACT 
With the fast development of technologies of renewable generations and distributed energy resources, the distribution grids 
become more and more active, and the coordinated transmission and distribution management (CTDM) becomes more important. 
Under the CTDM framework, this paper proposes a multi-level overload relief method for transmission network using the 
capability from an active distribution network (ADN). When an overload event occurs at the transmission network, an appropriate 
operational scheme for ADN is selected by the proposed multi-level method. Then, the ADN takes the decided operational scheme 
and adjusts its operational status (i.e., reconfiguring its network topology, transferring loads to Microgrids and shedding the 
controllable loads) to contribute to load curtailment from the ADN side and further alleviate overload in the transmission network. 
Numerical case studies show that the proposed method can alleviate the overload of transmission network and maintain the normal 
operation of the ADN, which demonstrates a promising application for CTDM. 
Keywords: Coordinated transmission and distribution management, Alleviation of overload in transmission network, Active 
distribution network, Multi-level framework 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Background 
Driven by the low carbon economy to increase the penetration of distributed energy resources (DERs) in recent years, the 
traditional ‘passive’ distribution network becomes more and more ‘active’. Active distribution network (ADN) has drawn more 
and more attention due to its capability of coordinating the DERs (i.e., distributed generators and energy storages) and flexible 
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loads [1]. With this capability, the ADN can: 1) optimize its operational schedules together with the transmission system under 
normal states of the transmission system for economic and environmental purposes; 2) adjust its operational schedules to help the 
transmission system with the operational issues (e.g., overload) under emergency states of the transmission system. In this context, 
it leads to the concept of coordinated transmission and distribution management (CTDM) [2]. 
B. Motivation 
Several benefits can be achieved by applying the CTDM on transmission system and ADN: 1) cost-effectiveness of both the 
transmission system and ADN can be realized [3]; 2) large power mismatch at the boundary buses between the transmission system 
and ADN can be avoided [4]; 3) intermittent renewable generation can be more efficiently integrated at both transmission level and 
distribution level [5]; 4) the operational risk of the transmission system can be reduced using the CTDM method [6]; 5) the 
transmission system and ADN can be designed and planned with less investment using CTDM-based planning method [7]. 
Therefore, CTDM has become a hot topic due to its benefits for modern power systems. 
C. Related work and research gaps 
1) CTDM 
Several achievements have already been made regarding the CTDM, which are categorized into two main streams according to 
the operational states of the transmission system [2]-[9]. 
In the first category, the transmission system and the ADNs are operated together in a secure and economic manner under normal 
states of the transmission system. A global power flow method was proposed in [2] to achieve a global unified power flow analysis 
for integrated transmission and distribution systems. A unit commitment method was proposed for integrated transmission and 
distribution systems in [3] using a decentralized decision-making framework. The economic dispatch methods of transmission 
system and ADN were proposed in [4]-[5] to schedule the generation resources and evaluate the locational marginal prices of the 
integrated system in an optimal way. A hierarchical method was proposed in [6] to evaluate the impact of role changing of the 
distribution network from ‘passive’ to ‘active’ in risk assessment of transmission network under the CTDM framework. 
In the second category, the ADNs are operated to help the transmission system with the operational issues under emergency 
states (e.g., overload, voltage fluctuations) of the transmission system. Transmission contingency analysis methods were proposed 
in [8]-[9] considering the CTDM. It is suggested that global power flow-based transmission contingency analysis should be 
performed instead of only transmission power flow based contingency analysis to avoid potential false alarms. Ref. [10] proposed 
a CTDM method, in which the parallel transformers owned by the ADNs are controlled to generate reactive power and provide 
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voltage support for the transmission networks. 
The above research works have made significant contributions for CTDM under both normal states and emergency states of the 
transmission system. However, there is still a lack of operating method for ADNs aiming to help the transmission system alleviate 
its overload. Actually, the operational decisions of the transmission networks and ADNs can be made with the information 
exchange between them under the CTDM framework [11]. In this context, the flexible capability of ADNs can be used to help 
alleviate the overload in transmission networks. 
2) Approaches of overload relief in transmission network 
The traditional approaches to alleviate overload in transmission network mainly lies in the following three aspects [12]: 
 Transmission network reinforcement 
Reasonable reinforcement is important for alleviating overload in transmission network. A multi-objective transmission 
expansion planning method was developed in [13] to reinforce the transmission network and alleviate its overloads. Flexible AC 
Transmission Systems (FACTS) devices were used in [14]-[15] to reinforce the transmission network, which can remove the 
overloading effect. 
 Generation rescheduling 
Generation rescheduling is a practical method for overload relief in transmission network. A directional control method for 
interface flow by rescheduling the generators based on surface approximation was proposed in [16] to alleviate overload in 
transmission network. A multi-objective based generation rescheduling method was proposed in [17] to alleviate overload in 
transmission network. In [18], an overload relief strategy for transmission network was proposed based on a fuzzy adaptive 
bacterial foraging algorithm by optimal rescheduling the participating generators. An overload emergency state control method 
was proposed in [19] to alleviate overload in transmission network. 
 Load shedding 
The load shedding is usually used as a control measure to help the power system alleviate its overload [20]. In [21], a load 
shedding algorithm was proposed for alleviating overload in transmission lines by employing the teaching learning-based 
optimization, which determines the optimal load shedding at selected buses based on the sensitivity of severity index. A load 
shedding strategy for overload relief in transmission network was proposed in [22], which involves real-time dynamic thermal line 
rating technology into the conventional load shedding strategies. 
The above research works have made significant contributions to overload relief in transmission network. However, these 
approaches have mainly focused on transmission networks themselves only, while fail to consider the capability from the ADN. To 
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bridge the research gaps according to the above literature review (i.e., CTDM methods [2]-[10] and traditional approaches for 
overload relief in transmission network [13]-[22]), a multi-level hierarchical structure is adopted and conducted on the ADN to 
alleviate overload in transmission network under its emergency states. 
D. Contributions of this paper 
The main contributions are summarized as follows: 
1) An overload relief method in the transmission network is proposed in this paper, which includes an active reconfiguration 
scheme, a load transferring scheme and a demand response scheme. When an overload event occurs at the transmission network, a 
proper operational scheme for ADN is selected from the multi-level schemes using the proposed method. Then, the ADN adjusts its 
operational status by reconfiguring its network topology, transferring loads to Microgrids and shedding the controllable loads to 
contribute to load curtailment from the ADN side and further alleviate overload in the transmission network. 
2) Compared with the traditional approaches to alleviate overload in transmission network, the proposed multi-level method not 
only can capitalize on the capability from the ADN, but also can promote the interaction between the transmission network and 
ADN under the CTDM framework. 
The structure of this paper is summarized as follows. In Section II, the framework of the proposed multi-level method is 
presented. Section III presents a detailed description and the mathematical model of the proposed multi-level method, including the 
formulations of the active reconfiguration scheme, the load transferring scheme and the demand response scheme, and their solving 
algorithms. Section IV discusses the operational results of the ADN under different overload events of the transmission network 
and demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed method by carrying out several scenarios. Finally, Section V concludes the 
whole paper. 
II. FRAMEWORK OF THE MULTI-LEVEL METHOD 
A. Capability of ADN for overload relief in transmission network 
A Microgrid (MG) normally consists of a collection of loads and DERs in a local area, which provides an effective way to handle 
the variability and uncertainty of the DERs [23]. MGs can be coordinated by the ADN in grid-connected mode, and can also 
operate in islanded mode supplying reliable electricity to local areas [24]. The MG control center (MGCC) can manage its DERs 
and controllable loads in an optimal way [12]. Also, it coordinates with the upstream active distribution management system 
(ADMS) to adjust the power output from the MG in a coordinated way. At the demand side, the increasing number of EVs can help 
to reduce the peak load level of the ADN by controlling their charging processes effectively [25]. Distribution network with high 
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penetration of DERs and controllable loads, e.g., EVs, becomes more and more ‘active’, which shows the capability of supporting 
secure operation of the transmission system under the CTDM framework. The controllable power output of DERs are included into 
the MGs in this paper. And the controllable power output of the MGs is used in the proposed method to help alleviate the overload 
in the transmission network. Therefore, the flexible capacity of RESs in the scope of the MGs is also considered in this paper. 
B. Framework of the multi-level method 
The proposed method, which utilizes the capability from ADN to alleviate overload in transmission network, is illustrated in Fig. 
1. When overload event occurs and further leads to the emergency state of the transmission network, the power system dispatching 
center (PSDC) detects the overloaded transmission lines and calculates the required load curtailment by running the power flow 
analysis under its current state [6]. The power flow analysis program is one of the functions of the PSDC and it can be called to 
calculate the required load curtailment for overload relief [26]. Then, the PSDC sends overload relief request and its required load 
curtailment to the ADMS. 
 
Fig. 1.  Framework of the multi-level method. 
After that, the ADMS chooses an appropriate operational scheme for the ADN to contribute to load curtailment from the ADN 
side by running the scheme determination programming, as shown in Fig. 1. The load curtailment from the ADN helps to alleviate 
the overload of the transmission network, which is how the capability from ADN used to alleviate the overload in transmission 
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network. The scheme determination program is run based on information including 1) the required load curtailment from PSDC; 2) 
the information exchange between the ADMS and the MGCC; 3) the information exchange between the ADMS and the EVSCC. 
Then, the ADMS takes the determined operational scheme and applies it through the coordination among the ADMS, MGCC 
and EVSCC, which is implemented following several rules. Rule 1: When the active reconfiguration scheme is determined, the 
ADMS adjusts the topology of the ADN by running the network reconfiguration optimization to reduce its power loss; Rule 2: 
When the load transferring scheme is determined, the ADMS transfers proper capacity of loads to the MGs, and schedules the 
power output of the MGs to accept the transferred loads; Rule 3: When the demand response scheme is determined, the ADMS 
schedules the power output of the MGs and the charging load of EV charging station (EVCS) to transfer larger capacity of loads to 
MGs on the basis of load transferring scheme. The detailed process of implementing the determined operational scheme is 
introduced in Section III. The MGs are coordinated by the upstream ADN rather than owned by the ADN. They are different 
entities and operated in a coordinated way to help alleviate the overload in the transmission network with the proposed method in 
this paper. 
After implementing the determined operational scheme, the ADMS calculates the load curtailment from ADN side by running 
the power flow analysis of the ADN. Then, the ADMS sends the load curtailment to the PSDC to respond to its overload relief 
request. The multi-level strategy has three layers: 
1) The active reconfiguration scheme is conducted at the first layer. The ADMS adjusts the topology of the ADN in an optimal 
way to reduce its power loss. The reduced power loss of the ADN is contributed as load curtailment from the ADN side in the active 
reconfiguration scheme. 
2) The load transferring scheme is conducted at the second layer. The ADMS schedules the power output of the MGs to accept 
the transferred loads from the ADN. The transferred loads from the ADN to the MGs are contributed as load curtailment from the 
ADN side in the load transferring scheme. 
3) The demand response scheme is conducted at the third layer. The ADMS schedules the power output of the MGs and the 
charging load of EVCS to transfer larger capacity of loads to MGs on the basis of load transferring scheme. The total capacity of 
transferred loads from the ADN to the MGs are contributed as load curtailment from the ADN side in the demand response scheme. 
The load curtailment from the ADN helps to alleviate the overload of the transmission network. 
It is worth noting that all the information exchange (i.e., coordination between the PSDC and the ADMS, coordination between 
the ADMS and the MGCC, coordination between the ADMS and the EVSCC) are realized thanks to the communication, 
monitoring and control infrastructure of the transmission network and the ADN. 
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III. FORMULATION OF THE MULTI-LEVEL METHOD 
The multi-level method is formulated in this section. The flow chart of the multi-level method is depicted in Fig. 2. As shown in 
the left-side part of Fig. 2, when overload event occurs at the transmission network, the PSDC detects the overloaded transmission 
lines and calculates the required load curtailment by running the power flow analysis under its current state. Then, the PSDC sends 
overload relief request and its required load curtailment to the ADMS. The ADMS chooses an appropriate operational scheme for 
the ADN by running the scheme determination programming, as shown in the right-side part of Fig. 2. The active reconfiguration 
scheme is selected as the first layer control. When the active reconfiguration scheme fails to alleviate the overload, the load 
transferring scheme is selected as the second layer control. Finally, the demand response scheme is conducted as the third layer 
control, when the above two schemes fail to alleviate the overload in transmission network. After implementing the determined 
operational scheme, the ADMS calculates the load curtailment from ADN side by running the power flow analysis of the ADN. 
Then, the ADMS sends the load curtailment from the ADN side to the PSDC to respond to its overload relief request. 
 
Fig. 2.  Flowchart of the multi-level method. 
The active reconfiguration scheme aims to reduce the power loss of the ADN by implementing network reconfiguration. 
Network reconfiguration is implemented to alter the topological structure of the electric feeders of an ADN by changing 
open/closed status of its sectionalizing and tie switches. Therefore, the optimized network reconfiguration solution of an ADN is 
determined by searching a binary vector with ‘1’ assigned to the closed state and ‘0’ assigned to the open state of each switch using 
an optimization algorithm. The objective is the minimum power loss of the ADN in this paper. The detailed formulation and 
solving algorithm of the optimal network reconfiguration of the ADN are presented in Part A of this Section. 
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The load transferring scheme aims to transfer proper capacity of loads of the ADN to MGs. The power outputs of MGs are 
scheduled to accept the transferred loads in a secure manner. After determining the transferred loads from the ADN to a MG, the 
power output of the MG can be calculated by running the power flow analysis of the MG containing transferred loads [27]. The 
detailed formulation and solving algorithm of the load transferring scheme are presented in Part B of this Section. 
The demand response scheme aims to transfer larger capacity of loads to MGs on the basis of load transferring scheme. In order 
to accept the increased transferred loads in the MGs, the charging load of EVCS must be curtailed in an optimal way. The power 
outputs of the MGs are also scheduled to accept the transferred loads from the ADN considering the curtailed charging load of 
EVCS. In this paper, the objective of the demand response scheme is the minimum shedding capacity of the charging load of 
EVCS. The detailed formulation and solving algorithm of the load transferring scheme are presented in Part C of this Section. 
A. The active reconfiguration scheme 
1) Criteria for scheme selection 
Network reconfiguration is one of the control methods for ADN that changes the operational topology of the ADN by changing 
the open/close status of its switches. In this paper, the network reconfiguration is used to reduce the power loss of the ADN. The 
reduced power loss of the ADN is contributed as load curtailment from the ADN side in the active reconfiguration scheme. If the 
load curtailment contributed by the reduced power loss is above the required load curtailment from the PSDC (as shown in Eq. (1)), 
the active reconfiguration scheme would be selected. 
 ,e l LDP P    (1) 
Where Pe,l is the reduced power loss of the ADN through network reconfiguration, as shown in Eq. (2). It is contributed as the 
load curtailment from the ADN side. PLD is the required load curtailment from the PSDC, which is calculated by Eq. (3). 
 , ,, loss before loss aftere lP P P  (2) 
Where Ploss,before and Ploss,after are the power loss of the ADN before and after network reconfiguration. 
  lim,
1
T
k k
N
k
LDP P P

    (3) 
Where Pk is the active power flow on k-th overloaded transmission line, which is calculated by running the power flow analysis 
of the transmission network under its current state; Plim,k is the upper limit of the active power flow of the k-th overloaded 
transmission line, which are parameters of the transmission lines of a transmission network. NT is the number of the overloaded 
transmission lines of the transmission network under its current state. As shown in Eq. (3), the required load curtailment from the 
PSDC is the sum of overload capacity in each overloaded transmission line. 
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2) Scheme solving algorithm 
The switches of the ADN (including sectionalizing and tie switches) have two states: open and closed. Therefore, the status of all 
the switches can be describe by a binary vector by assigning ‘1’ to the closed state and ‘0’ to the open state. The binary particle 
swarm optimization algorithm (BPSO) is a heuristic algorithm that searches for such binary vectors. Therefore, the BPSO is 
suitable for solving network reconfiguration problem. It has also been demonstrated to be effective and widely used in [28]-[31] for 
solving network reconfiguration problem. In this paper, the BPSO is used to solve the feeder reconfiguration problem of the ADN. 
Other optimization algorithms for solving feeder reconfiguration problem, e.g., hybrid heuristic algorithms [32]-[33], adaptive 
modified heuristic algorithm [34], mixed-integer convex programming [35], etc., are out of the scope of this paper, which would be 
studied in our future research work. 
To find the optimal solution of the problem, a number of particles are employed. Then, the position of particle i xi and its 
corresponding flight velocity vi in a d-dimensional search space can be denoted in Eq. (4). 
 
1 1
1
1 1 1 2
= + , 1, 2,..., , 1, 2,...,
( ) ( )
t t t
id id id
t t t t
id id id id d id
x x v i n d m
v v c r pbset x c r gbset x
 

           
 (4) 
Where n is the number of particles in a group; m is the number of members in a particle; t is the iteration number; c1 and c2 are 
acceleration constants; r1 and r2 are uniformly distributed random numbers in [0,1]; vidt  is velocity of particle i at iteration t, Vdmin ൑
vidt ൑ Vdmax; xidt  is current position of particle i at iteration t; pbestid is the best position of particle i; gbestd is the global best position. 
As shown in Eq. (4), the movement of each particle toward the optimal solution is guided by the knowledge from itself and other 
particles. The elements of the position vector xi at iteration t are determined according to Eq. (5): 
  1 if= 0, otherwiset id idid
s v
x
 
，  (5) 
where ρid is a random number in the range of [0,1]; s(vid) is a sigmoidal function defined in Eq. (6): 
   1= 1+ exp( )id ids v v  (6) 
In this paper, The BPSO algorithm searches the optimal status of switches of the ADN to minimize its power loss. Therefore, the 
objective of the BPSO is the minimum power loss of the ADN, as shown in Eq. (7). 
 Branch, 2
1
min = min minloss after
N
i i
i
f R IP

      (7) 
Where Ri, Ii are the resistance and current of the i-th branch of the ADN; NBranch is the number of branches of the ADN after 
network reconfiguration. 
The constraints include the power flow equation of the ADN, limits of bus voltage amplitude, limits of branch current and the 
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constraint of radial topology of the ADN, as shown in Eqs. (8) ~ (12): 
    , ,k ki ki ij j ij j i ij j ij jj n j i j n j i i nP e G e B f f G f B e          (8) 
    , ,k ki ki ij j ij j i ij j ij jj n j i j n j i i nQ f G e B f e G f B e          (9) 
 2 2 2 2,min ,max( ) ( ) ki i i iV f V i ne     (10) 
 ,max2 2 2 2 2 2( ) ( )( ) [( ) 2( )]ij ij lij ij i j i j i jI I ij nG B V V e e f f         (11) 
 loop 1l kn n n    (12) 
where nk is the total number of buses of the ADN; Pi  is the active power injection at bus νi; Qi  is the reactive power injection at bus 
νi; Vi is voltage amplitude at bus νi; ei and fi are the real and imaginary parts of the complex voltage at bus νi; ij ij ijY G jB  is the ij-th 
element of the node admittance matrix of the ADN; Vi,max and Vi,min are the upper and lower limits of voltage amplitude limits; Iij is 
the current of branch ij; Iij,max is upper current limit of branch ij; nl is the total number of branches of the ADN; nloop is the number 
of loops of the ADN topology. 
The flowchart of the active reconfiguration problem based on BPSO algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. The algorithm is stopped if 
one of the following stopping criteria is satisfied: 
(1) The number of iterations exceeds its limit. 
(2) The optimal value keeps unchanged within 10 iterations. 
 
Fig. 3.  flowchart of the active reconfiguration problem based on BPSO algorithm. 
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B. The load transferring scheme 
1) Criteria for scheme selection 
When Eq. (13) is met, the load transferring scheme would be selected: 
 ,e l LDPP    (13) 
where Pe,l is the same parameter as in Eq. (1), which is the reduced power loss of the ADN through network reconfiguration. 
Therefore, Eq. (13) is used to decide whether the active reconfiguration scheme can alleviate the overload of the transmission 
network. 
2) Scheme solving algorithm 
A rooted tree method is used to develop the hierarchical model of the topology of the distribution network according to its radial 
structure. Then, the depth first search (DFS) algorithm [6], [12] is used to decide the initial load transferring scheme of the 
node-weight rooted tree. The final load transferring scheme is finally determined by checking several feasible constraints step by 
step [12]. The steps for determining the load transferring scheme are given as follows: 
Step 1) Develop the hierarchical model of the topology of the distribution network. 
An electric feeder is modelled as a five-layer hierarchical rooted tree T (V, E), as shown in Fig. 4. The electric buses and electric 
branches of the electric feeder are modelled as tree nodes and tree branches of a rooted tree T (V, E), where V={ν1, …, νn} is the set 
of tree nodes, in which n represents the total number of nodes of the tree; E={e12, … , eij, …, e37} is the set of tree branches, in 
which ei,j (i<j) is the branch linking the node νi and the node νj. 
 Fig. 4.  Rooted tree model T (V, E). 
Step 2) Define the node weights of T (V, E). 
The weights of nodes in T (V, E) are defined as the active power injection to the electric buses, as depicted in Eq. (14). 
W={w1,…wi,…,wn} is the vector of the node weights. 
   MG jji Liiw v P P    (14) 
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Where MG iP is the maximum power output of MG j connecting to node νi; PLi is active load of node νi; w(νi) is the node weight of 
node νi. 
Step 3) Search the initial load transferring scheme. 
DFS algorithm is employed to search the node-weighted rooted subtree Ts (Vs, Es), i.e. the initial load transferring scheme, in the 
node-weight rooted tree T (V, E). Algorithm 1 illustrates how the DFS-based algorithm is implemented to search the initial load 
transferring scheme. 
Algorithm 1 The searching process of the initial load transferring scheme. 
1: Set search step i = 1. 
2: Update the nodes and branches to generate a new subtree Ts (Vs, Es). 
3: Define the traverse sequence of subtree Ts (Vs, Es): 
For the tree T (V, E) shown in Fig. 4, the traverse sequence is e12 → e23 → e34 → e45 → e26 → e37. 
4: Calculate the node weights of all the nodes in subtree Ts (Vs, Es) according to Eq. (14). 
5: Check whether current subtree Ts (Vs, Es) meet the PBC, which is shown in Eq. (15)? 
6: If yes 
7:  Output the initial load transferring scheme. 
8: else 
9:  i ← i +1 and stop current search. 
10:  Delete the root node1 in the first layer of the current subtree Ts (Vs, Es) and go to step 2. 
11: End if 
12: End 
The Power balance constraint (PBC) of the subtree Ts (Vs, Es) is the criteria for stopping the search process of the initial load 
transferring scheme, as shown in line 5 of Algorithm 1. PBC is the sum of node weights of all the buses in the subtree Ts (Vs, Es), as 
shown in Eq. (15). 
    MG( ) = - 0
j j
S Li
i i
i jF T Pw v P
 
  
 
 (15) 
where F(TS) is the evaluation function of the PBC. 
The flowchart of the search process for the initial load transferring scheme is shown in Part 1 in Fig. 5. The initial load 
transferring scheme only considers the PBC constraint. Other constraints, i.e., Eqs. (16) ~ (19), are considered in the feasibility 
check stage to determine the final load transferring scheme. 
Step 4) Decide the final load transferring scheme. 
Check the constraints from Eq. (16) to Eq. (19), and if all the constraints are met, the final load transferring scheme is decided. 
However, if one of the constraints is not met, delete the root node of the rooted subtree Ts (Vs, Es) of the initial load transferring 
scheme, which is obtained in Step 3). Then, a new rooted tree T (V, E) is generated. Then, turn to step 3) to search the load 
transferring scheme again until the final scheme is determined. The flowchart of the load transferring scheme including the initial 
search and feasibility check is shown in Fig. 5. 
 
1A root node of a tree is the first node in the top layer of the tree. The root node of the rooted tree T (V, E) in Fig. 4 is ν1. 
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Constraints of the feasibility check for the final load transferring scheme: 
 Constraint of rated value and limit (RLC): 
 rated _*eij eijeij VP P    (16) 
where Peij is the active power flow of the branch eij; Prate_eij is the maximum capacity of the branch eij; α is the margin coefficient. 
 Constraint of radial structure: 
 1N M   (17) 
where N is the number of the buses of the MG containing transferred loads; M is the number of branches. 
 Load transferring range constraint: 
The layer number of buses transferred to the MG should be higher than that outside of the MG, as shown in Eq. (18). In this case, 
outage loads in the distribution network after implementing the load transferring scheme are avoided. 
    depth , depth ,i jv i v j     (18) 
Where depth(vi, i∈Ω) is the layer number of bus νi transferred to the MG. 
 Demand constraint: 
 
j
Li
i
LD D LDPP k P

  
  (19) 
where kD is the margin coefficient. The constraint is developed to avoid load over-shedding of the ADN in the load transferring 
scheme. 
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Fig. 5.  Flowchart of the load transferring scheme. 
C. The demand response scheme  
1) Criteria for scheme selection 
When Eq. (20) is met, the demand response scheme would be selected: 
 
1 j
m
Li LD
j i
P P
 
     
 

 (20) 
where 
j
Li
i
P



 is the total capacity of transferred loads from the ADN to the MG obtained in the load transferring scheme, as 
illustrated in Part B of Section III. 
2) Solving algorithm 
The demand response scheme utilizes the reducible EV charging loads to transfer larger capacity of loads to the MGs on the 
basis of load transferring scheme. It further increases the load curtailment from the ADN side to alleviate the overload in 
transmission network. The problem is decomposed into two sub problems in demand response scheme, as shown in Fig. 6. Problem 
I aims to determine the capacity of transferred loads from the ADN to the MGs, which is contributed as load curtailment from the 
ADN side in the demand response scheme. Problem II aims to determine the capacity of EVs load shedding from the EVCS to 
Ts (Vs, Es) satisfy 
the PBC？
Start
Set up the hierarchical model 
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Define the node weight of the 
rooted tree T (V, E)
End
Y
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N
Y
Part 1: Initial search
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N
Output the final load 
transferring scheme
Output the initial load transferring scheme, i.e., the searched subtree Ts (Vs, Es) 
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guarantee the secure and reliable operation of the MG containing the transferred loads from the ADN. 
 
Fig. 6.  Flow chart of the demand response scheme. 
 Problem I: 
The first sub-problem is developed to decide the capacity of further load transferring from the ADN to the MGs on the basis of 
load transferring scheme. The capacity of further load transferring from the ADN to each MG can be determined by implementing 
Algorithm 2. The layer node and the adjacent node [36] mentioned in Algorithm 2 are indicated in Fig. 7. 
Algorithm 2 Determine the further transferred loads from the ADN to MG j. 
1: Set iteration k = 1. 
2: Update MG j with further transferred loads from the ADN. 
3: Run power flow of MG j containing transferred loads. 
4: Check whether the operational constraints of MG j are satisfied? 
5: If no 
6:  Stop Algorithm 2 and output the capacity of further load transferring from the ADN to MG j. 
7: else 
8:  Check whether the required load curtailment PLD from the PSDC is satisfied, i.e., Eq. (21) is 
satisfied? 
9:  If no 
10:   Locate the node with the smallest layer number in the transferred nodes from the ADN to MG j, 
Start
N
Y
Problem I
Problem II
Run power flow of the MG 
containing transferred loads
Input the determined load 
transferring capacity from 
Problem I 
Satisfy all the operational 
constraints of the MG?
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which is named as layer node. 
11:   Transfer the unique adjacent node for the layer node from the ADN into MG j. 
12:   Check whether there is any ending node2 connected to the new transferred node? 
13:   If no 
14:    k ← k +1 and go to step 2. 
15:   else 
16:    Transfer the connected ending nodes into MG j simultaneously. 
17:    k ← k +1 and go to step 2. 
18:   End if 
19:  else 
20:   Stop Algorithm 2 and output the capacity of further load transferring from the ADN to MG j. 
21:  End if 
22: End if 
23: End 
 Fig. 7.  Schematic of the layer node, the adjacent node and the ending node in the rooted tree T (V, E). 
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  

 (21) 
Where Pk is the active load of the further transferred node from the ADN to MG j; NL is the number of the further transferred 
nodes from the ADN to MG j; m is the number of MGs. For the details of the power flow model of a radial electric network, one can 
referred to [37] due to limited space. It is worth noting that the power output of MG j and the shedding capacity of EV charging load 
from each EVCS in the scope of MG j are considered as their upper limits in the power flow analysis for MG j containing 
transferred loads. In this case, MG j can accept transferred loads from the ADN as much as possible. 
 Problem II: 
The second sub-problem is developed to decide the capacity of EVs load shedding from the EVCS to guarantee the secure and 
reliable operation of each MG. For each MG j containing transferred loads, the objective function is the minimum shedding amount 
of the EVs charging load in MG j, which is shown in Eq. (22): 
 ,
1
min
p
j
N
EV p
p
p
P


  (22) 
where Np is the number of EVCS in the scope of MG j; PEV,p is the shedding capacity of EV charging load from EVCS p. 
 
2An ending node of a tree is the terminated node on a branch, where no descendent node can be found on the same branch following the defined traverse 
sequence [6]. The ending nodes of the rooted tree T (V, E) in Fig. 4 are ν5, ν6 and ν7. 
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The constraints include the limit of active power output of MG j (Eq. (23)), the limit of reactive power output of MG j (Eq. (24)), 
limit of shedding capacity of EV charging load from EVCS p (Eq. (25)). 
 ,min ,max 1,2,...,j j jMG MG MGP P P j m    (23) 
 ,min ,max 1,2,...,j j jMG MG MGQ Q Q j m    (24) 
 , ,EV p EV p jpP P    (25) 
Where PMGj and QMGj are active and reactive power output from MG j; PMGj,max, PMGj,min, QMGj,max and QMGj,min are the 
corresponding upper and lower limits of power output from MG j; ,EV pP  is the upper limit of reducible EV charging load of the 
EVCS p. 
The constraints also include the power flow equations, limits of bus voltage amplitude, limits of branch current and constraint of 
radial topology of MG j containing the transferred loads and the constraint of its radial structure, which are described similar to Eqs. 
(8) ~ (12). The specific equations are not presented here due to limited space. 
IV. CASE STUDIES 
The IEEE 30-bus system [38] with an ADN connecting to bus 19 is carried out to verify the proposed multi-level method in this 
paper, as shown in Fig. 8. The thermal limits of the transmission lines of the IEEE 30-bus system can be found in [39]. It is assumed 
that a fault occurs at transmission line L18-19 leading to overload in line L19-20. Two distribution networks are tested as the ADN 
respectively. 
A. Case I 
A three-feeder distribution network [40] with one MG and two EVCSs is shown in Fig. 8 (b). The MG locates at bus 17 and two 
EVCSs locate at bus 8, 12 respectively. The maximum power output of the MG is set to be 13+j10MVA. The maximum EV 
charging load of EVCS1 and EVCS2 are set to be 4 MW and 4.5MW respectively. The margin coefficient kD and α are set to be 1.2 
and 0.95 respectively. TABLE I shows the chosen values of the parameters for the BPSO [28]. 
TABLE I 
PARAMETERS OF BPSO 
Parameters Value 
Number of particles 10× No. of switches 
c1 2 
c2 2 
Maximum number of iterations 10× No. of switches 
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Fig. 8.  Test system of Case I. 
1) Scenario 1: Simulation results for the active reconfiguration scheme 
When a fault occurs at L18-19, the power flow of L19-20 is 32.02MW (obtained by running power flow of the transmission 
network), which violates its thermal limit (32MW). The PLD is 0.02MW and the Pe,l is 0.0242MW in this scenario (obtained 
through power flow calculation, as shown in TABLE II), which meets the Eq. (1). Therefore, the active reconfiguration scheme is 
selected. 
The results of feeder reconfiguration of the ADN are shown in TABLE II. The power flow of L19-20 is 31.98MW after conducting 
the active reconfiguration scheme, which is below its thermal limit and the overload on L19-20 is alleviated. 
TABLE II 
FEEDER RECONFIGURATION RESULTS OF THE ADN IN SCENARIO 1 
 Open Switches Line Loss (MW) Loss reduction (%) 
Before Reconfiguration 15, 21, 26, 28 0.7260 - 
After Reconfiguration 19, 21, 26, 28 0.7018 3.33 
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2) Scenario 2: Simulation results for the load transferring scheme 
The thermal limit of line L19-20 is set to be 85% of its original value in Scenario 2, which is 27.2MW. If the ADMS choose the 
active reconfiguration scheme to alleviate the overload in transmission network in this scenario, the power flow of line L19-20 would 
be 31.98MW. In this case, it violates the thermal limit of line L19-20. Therefore, the active reconfiguration scheme fails to solve the 
overload problem and the load transferring scheme is chosen. DFS of node-weight rooted tree is conducted to search the initial load 
transferring scheme firstly, and the final load transferring scheme is then decided after the feasibility check. 
Fig. 9 illustrates the DFS algorithm for initial load transferring scheme in the ADN. Firstly, the electric feeder F2 of the ADN is 
modelled as a five-layer hierarchical rooted tree3, as shown in the left side figure in Fig. 9. Then, the initial load transferring scheme 
can be obtained by implementing the following search steps: 
1): Generate current rooted tree T (V, E), where V={ν1, ν2, ν3, ν4, ν5, ν6, ν7} and E={e12, e23, e34, e45, e26, e37}. 
2): Define the traverse sequence of current rooted tree T (V, E), which is e12 → e23 → e34 → e45 → e26 → e37. 
3): Calculate the node weights of all the nodes in current rooted tree, i.e., W={w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, w6, w7}. The evaluation function 
of the PBC of current rooted tree is the sum of all the node weights, which is -2.1 MW. 
4): Check whether the current rooted tree meet the PBC in Eq. (15). Apparently, it fails to meet the PBC (-2.1 MW < 0) and the 
search process is conducted continuously along the defined traverse sequence. 
5): Delete the root node of current tree (i.e., ν1) and generate a new rooted subtree Ts (Vs, Es), where Vs ={ν2, ν3, ν4, ν5, ν6, ν7} and 
Es ={e23, e34, e45, e26, e37}. The root node of the new rooted subtree is ν2. 
6): Define the traverse sequence of current rooted subtree Ts (Vs, Es), which is e23 → e34 → e45 → e26 → e37. 
7): Calculate the node weights of all the nodes in current rooted subtree, i.e., Ws={w2, w3, w4, w5, w6, w7}. The evaluation 
function of the PBC of current rooted tree is the sum of all the node weights, which is -2.1 MW. 
8): Check whether the current rooted subtree meet the PBC in Eq. (15). Apparently, it fails to meet the PBC (-2.1 MW < 0) and 
the search process is conducted continuously along the defined traverse sequence. 
9): Delete the root node of current subtree (i.e., ν2) and generate a new rooted subtree TS*  (VS* , ES*), where VS*  ={ν3, ν4, ν5, ν7} and 
ES*  ={e34, e45, e37}. The root node of the new rooted subtree is ν3. 
10): Define the traverse sequence of current rooted subtree TS*  (VS* , ES*), which is e34 → e45 → e37. 
 
3There is only one MG connected in the ADN, which is located on feeder F2. Therefore, only feeder F2 is modelled as a rooted tree to search the initial load 
transferring scheme. 
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11): Calculate the node weights of all the nodes in current rooted subtree, i.e., W * s  ={ w3, w4, w5, w7}. The evaluation function of 
the PBC of current rooted tree is the sum of all the node weights, which is 2.9 MW. 
12): Check whether the current rooted subtree meet the PBC in Eq. (15). Apparently, it meets the PBC (2.9 MW > 0) and the 
search process is stopped. 
The initial load transferring scheme is then obtained, as shown in the circled area in Fig. 9. As highlighted in red color in Fig. 9, 
the initial load transferring scheme is isolated between node v2 and v3, i.e., between bus 8 and 9 of feeder F2. The change of the 
rooted trees during the search process of the initial load transferring scheme in electric feeder F2 is shown in Fig. 10. It can be 
observed that the rooted tree is updated continuously until a subtree meeting PBC is obtained during the search process. 
 
Fig. 9.  DFS algorithm for initial load transferring scheme in feeder F2 of the ADN in Case I. 
 
Fig. 10.  Change of the rooted trees during the search process of the initial load transferring scheme in electric feeder F2: (a) the initial rooted tree, (b) 
subtree after deleting root node v1, (c) subtree after deleting root node v2, i.e., the initial load transferring scheme 
Then, the feasibility of the obtained initial load transferring is checked with the constraints from Eqs. (16) ~ (19). After 
transferring the initial capacity of loads to the MG, the number of buses of the ADN changed from 16 to 12; the number of 
sectionalizing switches changed from 15 to 11; the number of tie switches changed from 4 to 2. The power flow of line L19-20 is 
20.18MW, while the PLD is 4.82MW and the PLi is 11.1MW4. Therefore, the initial load transferring scheme fails to meet the 
constraint Eq. (19) with the kD of 1.2. As a result, the root node of the rooted subtree of the initial load transferring scheme, i.e., the 
subtree shown in Fig. 10 (c), is deleted to generate a new rooted subtree. Then, search the initial load transferring scheme again in 
 
4PLD = Pk - Plim,k = 32.02MW-27.2MW=4.82MW. PLi is calculated according to the initial load transferring scheme. 
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the new generated rooted subtree until a final load transferring scheme meeting all the constraints is obtained. The schemes 
including the initial load transferring scheme and the final load transferring scheme are shown in Fig. 11. It can be observed that the 
range of transferred loads is narrowed from the initial scheme to the final scheme. 
 
Fig. 11.  The load transferring scheme in Case I: (a) initial; (b) final. 
After conducting the final load transferring scheme (as shown in Fig. 11 (b)), the power flow of line L19-20 is reduced to 
26.06MW, which is below its thermal limit. The PLD is 4.82MW and the updated PLi is 5.5MW, which meets the constraint (19), 
i.e. there is no load over-shedding from the ADN. The capacity of the final transferred loads is lower than the its initial value 
(shown in Fig. 11 (a) and (b)), which can explain this issue too. Other constraints are also met after the feasibility checking. 
Therefore, the final load transferring scheme is determined and the operational results of the MG containing transferred loads are 
shown in TABLE III. 
TABLE III 
RESULTS OF THE LOAD TRANSFERRING SCHEME IN CASE I 
Power Output from MGs (MVA) Load Shedding from EVCS1 (MW) Load Shedding from EVCS2 (MW) Line Loss (MW) 
5.511+j1.189 0 0 0.011 
3) Scenario 3: Simulation results for the demand response scheme 
The thermal limit of line L19-20 is set to be 60% of its original value in Scenario 3, which is 19.2MW. If the ADMS choose the 
load transferring scheme to alleviate the overload in transmission network in this scenario, the power flow of line L19-20 would be 
26.06MW (obtained in Scenario 2). In this case, it violates the thermal limit of line L19-20. Therefore, the load transferring scheme 
fails to solve the overload problem and the demand response scheme is chosen. 
(b) The final load transferring scheme
(a) The initial load transferring scheme
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Problem I is solved firstly to obtain the capacity of further load transferring from the ADN to the MG on the basis of load 
transferring scheme. It can be solved by implementing Algorithm 2 as follows: 
1): Set iteration k = 1. 
2): Update the MG with the transferred loads from the ADN. The updated MG is shown in the circled area in Fig. 11 (b) and Fig. 
12 (a). 
3): The operational constraints of the updated MG are satisfied by running power flow analysis. 
4): Check whether the required load curtailment PLD from the PSDC is satisfied in iteration k = 1. In scenario 3, the required 
load curtailment from the PSDC is PLD = Pk - Plim,k = 32.02 MW -19.2 MW=12.82 MW. The capacity of current transferred loads 
is 5.5MW in current iteration, which is contributed as load curtailment from the ADN side. Apparently, the required load 
curtailment from the PSDC is not satisfied, i.e., Eq. (21) is not satisfied. 
5): Locate the layer node in the updated MG, which is node v4, i.e., bus 12 in feeder F2, as highlighted in blue color in Fig. 12 (a). 
6): Transfer the unique adjacent node, i.e., node v3 (bus 9), for the layer node v4 (bus 12) from the ADN into the MG. 
7): There is an ending node v7 (bus 11) connected to the new transferred node v3. Therefore, the ending node v7 is also transferred 
from the ADN to the MG. 
8): Set iteration k = k+1 = 2. 
9): Update the MG with the further transferred loads from the ADN. The updated MG is shown in the circled area in Fig. 12 (b). 
10): The operational constraints of the updated MG are satisfied by running power flow analysis. 
11): Check whether the required load curtailment PLD from the PSDC is satisfied in iteration k = 2. In scenario 3, the required 
load curtailment from the PSDC is PLD = Pk - Plim,k = 32.02 MW-19.2 MW=12.82 MW. The capacity of current transferred loads is 
11.1 MW in current iteration, which is contributed as load curtailment from the ADN side. Apparently, the required load 
curtailment from the PSDC is not satisfied, i.e., Eq. (21) is not satisfied. 
12): Locate the layer node in the updated MG, which is node v3, i.e., bus 9 in feeder F2, as highlighted in blue color in Fig. 12 (b). 
13): Transfer the unique adjacent node, i.e., node v2 (bus 8), for the layer node v3 (bus 9) from the ADN into the MG. 
14): There is an ending node v6 (bus 10) connected to the new transferred node v2. Therefore, the ending node v6 is also 
transferred from the ADN to the MG. 
15): Set iteration k = k+1 = 3. 
16): Update the MG with the further transferred loads from the ADN. The updated MG is shown in the circled area in Fig. 12 (c). 
17): The operational constraints of the updated MG are satisfied by running power flow analysis. 
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18): Check whether the required load curtailment PLD from the PSDC is satisfied in iteration k = 3. In scenario 3, the required 
load curtailment from the PSDC is PLD = Pk - Plim,k = 32.02 MW-19.2 MW=12.82 MW. The capacity of current transferred loads is 
16.1 MW in current iteration, which is contributed as load curtailment from the ADN side. Apparently, the required load 
curtailment from the PSDC is satisfied, i.e., Eq. (21) is satisfied. 
19): Stop Algorithm 2 and output the capacity of final load transferring from the ADN to MG, which is 16.1 MW, as shown in 
the circled area in Fig. 12 (c). 
 
Fig. 12.  Change of the MG containing updated transferred loads in electric feeder F2 in Case I. 
The load transferring result in demand response scheme (as shown in Fig. 13) shows that the bus 9, 11, 8, 10 have been further 
transferred into the MG on the basis of load transferring scheme. Then the capacity of EVs load shedding from the EVCS is 
determined by running Problem II to maintain the reliable and secure operation of the MG. The results of the optimization problem 
II are shown in TABLE IV. 
 
Fig. 13.  The transferred loads in demand response scheme in Case I. 
TABLE IV 
THE RESULTS OF OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM II IN DEMAND RESPONSE SCHEME OF CASE I 
Power Output from MGs (MVA) Load Shedding from EVCS1 (MW) Load Shedding from EVCS2 (MW) Line Loss (MW) 
13.0+j6.889 3.1988 0 0.0988 
By utilizing the demand response scheme, the power flow of line L19-20 is reduced to 16.53MW, which is below its thermal limit. 
The simulation results shown in TABLE IV suggest that the MG can operate reliably after the EVs load shedding of the EVCSs. 
The simulation results in Scenario 3 demonstrate that the demand response scheme can alleviate overload in some critical lines of 
transmission network, while consider both the overload relief requirement of the transmission network and the EV users’ comfort 
level. 
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The results of overload relief of Case I in three different scenarios are shown in Fig. 14. It is shown that the ADN takes different 
operational schemes and adjusts its operational status (i.e., reconfiguring its network topology, transferring loads to MGs and 
shedding the EVs charging loads) to reduce the tie-line power between the transmission network and ADN under different overload 
situations of the transmission network. Then the overloads of line L19-20 can be alleviated in the three scenarios. 
It can be observed from Fig. 14 that with the decreasing of the thermal limits of L19-20 in different scenarios of Case I (i.e., 
original value in scenario 1 → 85% of its original value in scenario 2 → 60% of its original value in scenario 3), the overload of the 
transmission network is getting more and more serious. Therefore, different operational schemes with different contributions of 
load curtailment from the ADN side, i.e., the active reconfiguration scheme, the load transferring scheme and the demand response 
scheme, are selected for the ADN to alleviate the overload in the transmission network. 
 Fig. 14. The results of overload relief in three scenarios of Case I. 
B. Case II 
The 84-bus system of the Taiwan Power Company [41] is used as the second ADN case, as shown in Fig. 15. Three MGs are 
connected at bus 8, 22, and 40. Three EVCSs are connected at bus 6, 18, and 34. The maximum power output of the three MGs are 
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set to be 1.5+j1.15MVA, 2.5+j1.92MVA, and 1.0+j0.77MVA. The maximum EV charging load of each EVCS of feeder A, C and 
E are set to be 1.5 MW respectively in case II. The margin coefficient kD and α are set to be 1.2 and 0.95 respectively. 
 Fig. 15.  Test ADN of Case II. 
1) Scenario 4: Simulation results for the active reconfiguration scheme 
The thermal limit of line L19-20 is set to be 75% of its original value in Scenario 4, which is 24MW. When a fault occurs at L18-19, 
the power flow of line L19-20 is 24.36MW (obtained by running power flow of the transmission network), which violates its thermal 
limit (24MW). The PLD is 0.36MW5 and the Pe,l is 0.5287MW (obtained through power flow calculation, as shown in TABLE 
V) in this scenario, which meets Eq. (1) and the active reconfiguration scheme is chosen. 
TABLE V 
FEEDER RECONFIGURATION RESULTS OF THE ADN IN SCENARIO 4 
 Open Switches Line Loss (MW) Loss reduction (%) 
Before Reconfiguration 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96 1.3590 - 
After Reconfiguration 4, 33, 37, 52, 55, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 95 0.8303 38.9 
The results of feeder reconfiguration of the ADN are shown in TABLE V. The power flow of line L19-20 is 23.27MW after 
conducting the active reconfiguration scheme, which is below its thermal limit and the overload problem in L19-20 is solved. The 
 
5PLD = Pk - Plim,k = 24.36MW-24MW=0.36MW. 
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results of overload relief in Scenario 4 of Case II are shown in Fig. 16 (a). It is shown that the overload of line L19-20 can be 
alleviated by reconfiguring the network topology of the ADN in Scenario 4. 
 Fig. 16. The results of overload relief in three scenarios of Case II. 
2) Scenario 5: Simulation results for the load transferring scheme 
The thermal limit of line L19-20 is set to be 65% of its original value in Scenario 5, which is 20.8MW. If the ADMS choose the 
active reconfiguration scheme to alleviate the overload in transmission network in this scenario, the power flow of line L19-20 would 
be 23.27MW. In this case, it violates the thermal limit of line L19-20. Therefore, the active reconfiguration scheme fails to solve the 
overload problem and the load transferring scheme is chosen. 
DFS of node-weight rooted tree is conducted to search the initial load transferring scheme firstly, and the final load transferring 
scheme is then decided after the feasibility check. The DFS algorithm for initial load transferring scheme in feeder A of the ADN is 
shown in Fig. 17. Firstly, the electric feeder A of the ADN is modelled as a nine-layer hierarchical rooted tree, as shown in the left 
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side figure in Fig. 17. Then, the initial load transferring scheme can be obtained by implementing Algorithm 1. The specific steps 
are the same as the search steps in scenario 2 and the details are not presented in scenario 5 due to limited space. The initial load 
transferring scheme is then obtained, as shown in the circled area in Fig. 17. As highlighted in red color in Fig. 17, the initial load 
transferring scheme is isolated between node v7and v8, i.e., between bus 6 and 7 of feeder A. The change of the rooted trees during 
the search process of the initial load transferring scheme in electric feeder A is shown in Fig. 18. It can be observed that the rooted 
tree is updated continuously until a subtree meeting PBC is found during the search process. The other initial load transferring 
schemes in feeder C and feeder E can also be determined by implementing the same search steps. 
 Fig. 17. DFS algorithm for initial load transferring scheme in feeder A of the ADN in Case II. 
 
Fig. 18.  Change of the rooted trees during the search process of the initial load transferring scheme in electric feeder A of the ADN in Case II. 
Then, the feasibility of the initial load transferring is checked with the constraints from Eqs. (16) ~ (19). After conducting the 
initial load transferring scheme, the power flow of line L19-20 is reduced to 19.80MW, which is below its thermal limit. In this 
scenario, the PLD is 3.56MW and the total capacity of load transferring from the ADN to MGs, i.e., PLi, is 3.88MW6, which 
meets the constraint (19), i.e. there is no load over-shedding from the ADN in the load transferring scheme. Other constraints are 
 
6PLD = Pk - Plim,k = 24.36MW-20.8MW=3.56MW. PLi is calculated according to the final load transferring scheme. 
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also met after the feasibility check. Therefore, the final load transferring scheme is determined, as depicted in Fig. 19. The 
operational results of the MGs containing transferred loads are shown in TABLE VI. The results of overload relief in Scenario 5 of 
Case II are shown in Fig. 16 (b). It is shown that the overload of line L19-20 can be alleviated by transferring proper capacity of loads 
to the three MGs in Scenario 5. 
 
Fig. 19.  The final load transferring scheme in Case II. 
TABLE VI 
RESULTS OF THE LOAD TRANSFERRING SCHEME IN CASE II 
No. Power Output from MGs (MVA) Load Shedding from EVCS (MW) Line Loss (MW) 
1 1.3053+j1.0208 0 0.0053 
2 2.0575+j1.7153 0 0.0075 
3 0.5332+j0.3567 0 0.0032 
3) Scenario 6: Simulation results for the demand response scheme 
The thermal limit of line L19-20 is set to be 50% of its original value in Scenario 6, which is 16.0MW. If the ADMS choose the 
load transferring scheme to alleviate the overload in transmission network in this scenario, the power flow of line L19-20 would be 
19.80MW (obtained in Scenario 5). In this case, it violates the thermal limit of line L19-20. Therefore, the load transferring scheme 
fails to solve the overload problem and the demand response scheme is chosen. 
Problem I is solved firstly to obtain the capacity of further load transferring from the ADN to the MG on the basis of load 
transferring scheme. It can be solved by implementing Algorithm 2. The specific steps are the same as the steps for implementing 
Algorithm 2 in scenario 3 and the details are not presented in scenario 6 due to limited space. The change of the MG containing 
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updated transferred loads in electric feeder A in Case II is shown in Fig. 20. Algorithm 2 is stopped at iteration k = 2 and the final 
transferred loads from the ADN to MG is shown in the circled area in in Fig. 20 (b). 
 
Fig. 20.  Change of the MG containing updated transferred loads in electric feeder A in Case II. 
 Fig. 21. The transferred loads in demand response scheme in Case II. 
The result of the transferred loads from the ADN to the MGs in demand response scheme are depicted in Fig. 21. It shows that 
bus 6, 18, 34 have been further transferred to the three MGs respectively on the basis of load transferring scheme. The further 
transferred loads to the three MGs in optimization problem I are the active power of bus 6 (1.1MW), 18 (0.7MW), 34 (0.8MW). 
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Then the capacity of EVs load shedding from the EVCS are determined by solving the optimization problem II to maintain the 
reliable and secure operation of the MG. The results of the optimization problem II are shown in TABLE VII. 
By utilizing the demand response scheme, the power flow of line L19-20 is reduced to 14.64MW, which is below its thermal limit 
(16.0MW). The simulation results shown in TABLE VII suggest that the MGs can operate reliably after the EVs load shedding of 
the EVCSs. The results of overload relief in Scenario 6 of Case II are shown in Fig. 16 (c). It is shown that the overload of line L19-20 
can be alleviated by transferring larger capacity of loads to the three MGs and shedding proper capacity of EV loads in Scenario 6. 
TABLE VII 
THE RESULTS OF OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM II IN DEMAND RESPONSE SCHEME OF CASE II 
No. Power Output from MGs (MVA) Load Shedding from EVCS (MW) Line Loss (MW) 
1 1.5+j1.0673 0.9073 0.0073 
2 2.5+j1.4619 0.2594 0.0094 
3 1.0+j0.5351 0.3351 0.0051 
It can be observed from Fig. 16 that with the decreasing of the thermal limits of L19-20 in different scenarios of Case II (i.e., 75% 
of its original value in scenario 4 → 65% of its original value in scenario 5 → 50% of its original value in scenario 6), the overload 
of the transmission network is getting more and more serious. Therefore, different operational schemes with different contributions 
of load curtailment from the ADN side, i.e., the active reconfiguration scheme, the load transferring scheme and the demand 
response scheme, are selected for the ADN to alleviate the overload in the transmission network. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, a multi-level method to alleviate overload in transmission network using the capability from ADN is proposed. The 
following conclusions were derived based on the numerical studies: 
1) The proposed multi-level method can alleviate the overload in transmission network using the capability from the ADN under 
the CTDM framework. 
2) A proper operational scheme for the ADN (i.e., the active reconfiguration scheme, the load transferring scheme or the demand 
response scheme) can be determined according to the overload relief request from the transmission network. 
3) The overload relief of the transmission network, the secure operation of the ADN, MGs and the customer comfort level of 
EVs users can be realized simultaneously with the proposed multi-level method. 
4) It can also be concluded that the demand response scheme can contribute the largest capacity of load curtailment from the 
ADN side while the active reconfiguration scheme contributes the smallest capacity of load curtailment from the ADN side. 
There are also limitations for the work carried out, and these are considered as the future research to be undertaken: 
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1) The flexible capacity of RESs in the scope of the MGs are considered as the controllable power output of the MGs. The 
detailed formulation of RESs’ participation in helping alleviate overload in the transmission network will be investigated in our 
future research work. 
2) The flexible capacity of an ADN is small compared with the transmission network. However, the flexible capacity of 
individual ADNs can be aggregated to generate large capacity of flexibility. Therefore, how to use the flexibility from multiple 
ADNs for helping the transmission network with its operational issues is considered as the future research to be undertaken. 
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